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Overview:
This concept is based on our ongoing analysis of the investigation work and plant data provided
by TEPCO. Our analysis shows a high likelihood that an amount of fuel debris (corium) exists
inside the torus room of unit 1. Both visual evidence and data, including radiation data indicates
this situation exists and may create a novel fuel removal challenge that does not exist in the
other two units that suffered meltdowns at the plant.

These two floorplans indicate the locations we have estimated to include fuel debris in the torus
room that is outside of the torus structure. These would be the likely locations to do the fuel
retrieval concept indicated. The two areas could be classified as location "A" (the area near the
west wall of the reactor building) and location "B", the location of the high radiation floor
penetration near the TIPS room.

Reactor basement (above image) torus room. Red indicates approximate location of fuel debris
based on extensive and ongoing data analysis.

First floor unit 1 (image above). Red areas indicate the approximate location above the suspect
locations in the torus room below.
Removal of this fuel debris would be advisable before any grouting work to plug the torus room
is conducted. It could also provide some early research findings to fine tune the more difficult
fuel debris removal work required elsewhere. Corium samples would also be obtained for
analysis. The capability of certain equipment intended for fuel retrieval could be proven here
first. The standing water in the torus room provides the needed water shielding for the work.

Radiation levels for the areas involved at Unit 1:
The floor penetration areas near Location B on 1st floor: 2.2-4.7 Sv/h
Basement area of Location B above water level: unknown
Floor area on west side 1st floor above Location A: 6 to 6.5 mSv/h
Basement area of Location A above water level: 19 mSv/h to 10 Sv/h
Below water line area of Location A: 10,000 Sv/h to 100,000 Sv/h

These radiation readings are from 2011-2012. Current levels may be considerably lower now
but no new readings for these specific locations have been released. TEPCO initially claimed
this set of high readings under water to be a meter error. Other evidence at unit 1 and
elsewhere supports the range of these readings.

West side torus room level radiation readings, Unit 1 (above)

Unit 1 first floor radiation readings (above).

The areas that the main body of the retrieval equipment would need to operate in are roughly 6
mSv/h to 4.7 Sv/h. Possibly higher after a floor penetration is opened by the B location.
The existing array of robots being used at Daiichi to do decontamination work and inspections in
high radiation areas have already worked in areas within these ranges. These larger robot
platforms could be used as the basis of a retrieval system to remove the fuel debris located in
the torus room. If the shielded electronics are kept on the main robot platform rather than in the
equipment on the arms of the robot, some lower radiation fields for equipment could be
achieved.

Estimated fuel condition:
Based on underwater photos taken in the area of the west torus room section where the high
radiation reading were found underwater, some assumptions about the probable fuel debris can
be made. It appears to have a component that is a light pumice, highly porous with portions that
are loose. This corresponds to corium findings from Chernobyl research. At Chernobyl the fuel
debris found in the suppression chamber matches many of the characteristics of the suspected
corium found in the photos of the west side of the torus room of unit 1. These include color
varying from "grey-magenta to dark-brown" as found in the torus room. This matches closely to
Gravlov's description of their fuel debris finding in the suppression pool at Chernobyl.
(Gravlov report link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/meru1xekkuip1p6/GavrilovDef.doc )

"Friable pieces from the pressure suppression pool, so-called "pumice".

Hypothetically these grey-brown formations were generated during the first contact of
hot lava with water. They were foamed by instantly generated steam. These substances
are fragile and not homogeneous."

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 west side torus room floor underwater. Taken June 2012

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 torus room floor west side, underwater. Taken June 2012

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1, west side torus room floor underwater. Taken June 2012

Chernobyl friable pumice, suppression pool

If this is the case in the torus room of unit one in both locations or at least in the west
location (Location A) removal could be relatively easy. If fuel beneath the pumice, or in
the Location B area are of a different variety, other retrieval methods would be required.

Other corium or fuel containing material types found closer to the main melt at
Chernobyl were considered to be "slag like", black ceramics or mixtures of melted
metals and fuel. These would require more involved cutting techniques. A remote
plasma cutter was used at Three Mile Island for cutting out fuel debris. It is also of note
that corium at Chernobyl experienced a high degree of lateral migration, something that
may have happened at Fukushima Daiichi and is noted in various reactor accident
literature including Sandia National Labs.

Concept:

Using some of the existing heavy robot platforms suitable for higher radiation areas
fitted with a cutter and pump, removal could be achieved without considerable R&D.
The SoRa robot may be a suitable candidate platform. The cutting device would break
apart the pumice type debris while the suction pump moves debris and water up to a
shielded canister. Strained water is then pumped back to the torus room. A simple
strainer system to catch debris while allowing water to pass back through would allow
for capture of the pumice debris. The strainer could then be dumped into the holding
canister. These functions would need to be done in a shielded automated process. A
pair of underwater scope cameras would be useful for viewing the work with one near
the cutting head and another distally to obtain a view that would be less subject to
turbidity in the water.

The cutting and retrieval arms would need to be 11.5 meters long from the 1st floor
deck surface to just below the concrete slab of the torus room floor. Actual arms would
need to be longer based on connection into the robot platform selected.

These two tasks (cutting & removal) could be conducted in two separate tools working
in tandem or with one tool operating as a surface cutter that includes a hose and pump
to remove the debris. Working with heavier fuel debris may require the addition of an
auger to the pumping mechanism.

A cutting head modeled on a plug cutter could be used.

The cutting head would require a debris removal hose. A pump system with a hose
collector on a positioning arm could be used to pump up the loosened debris.
Alternatively the collector hose could be integrated behind the cutting head to pull up
debris as it is dislodged.

Alternatively a cutter modeled on a tunnel boring machine could be used.

With the tunnel boring machine style cutter, the face cutting surface would obviously
need to be considerably smaller (.25 meters or smaller) with a larger diameter hose or
contained auger to pump up the debris slurry. This concept could also be implemented
in other corium removal applications.

A shielded container to hold debris will be required. A removable container also suitable
for long term storage that can be inserted and removed automatically by the robot
platform would be ideal. Existing small high level waste containers could potentially be
repurposed.

Pre-removal testing and modeling:

It would be advisable to map the neutron population of either fuel debris mass before
conducting removal work. 3D mapping of the related area of the torus room floor would
also be advised. TEPCO currently has the 3D mapping capability.
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